Introduction
Individual-level research on the organization of scientific and inventive activity has established a remarkable and robust trend towards specialization and increased reliance on teamwork in the production of knowledge (Wuchty et al., 2007; Jones, 2009 ). This trend can be in part explained by the 'burden of knowledge hypothesis' (Agrawal et al., 2016) . As the amount of accumulated knowledge increases, it becomes ever harder for individuals -born without any knowledge -to reach the scientific or technological frontier. As a result, inventors limit the scope of their expertise and increase reliance on teamwork. Jones (2009) argues that this mechanism could account for the observed absence of scale effects of aggregate R&D spending (Kortum, 1993) as it becomes harder to reach the frontier of knowledge in order to produce any invention. In addition to this aggregate effect on the average invention, the observation that inventors increasingly choose narrow scopes of expertise, might raise a concern about the occurrence of truly novel inventive approaches. Indeed, diverse knowledge has been widely argued to be the wellspring highly creative ideas at the basis of particularly important inventions. This paper investigates two necessary conditions for such concern to be warranted.
The first condition for increasing specialization to be of concern is that diverse knowledge -as built up throughout inventors' careers -is indeed an important precursor of frontier-pushing technological outcomes. The dominant view among innovation scholars is that technological search over a variety of technological domains is the wellspring of (breakthrough) innovative activity (Trajtenberg et al., 1997; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001; Ahuja & Lampert, 2001 ). As such, inventive teams holding diverse knowledge can be expected to excel at frontier-pushing performance. Generally, two arguments are employed to support this view. First, access to knowledge from different technological domains increases the number of components and principles at hand for recombination, increasing the likelihood to make the new connections that characterize breakthrough inventions (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Hargadon, 1998; Weitzman, 1998) . A second mechanism relies on the premise that exposure to diverse knowledge decreases the likelihood of a mental 'lock-in' into an existing paradigm, promoting distant search and breakthrough insights (Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010) . However, diverse knowledge -keeping constant the amount of knowledge -comes at the cost of depth. Hence, a contrasting perspective argues that deep, specialized knowledge allows inventors to identify anomalies of an existing paradigm, increasing the likelihood of breakthrough inventions (Weisberg, 1999; Kaplan & Vakili, 2015) . communication barriers and paradigm-thinking impede search heuristics necessary to come up with truly novel ideas.
To empirically investigate these two conditions, we analyze patent histories of inventors on a set of 36 532 inventions, using the 'R&D100 Awards' as a measure for truly frontier-pushing performance. To investigate the first condition, we analyze the effect of total team knowledge diversity -irrespective of how it is distributed among its members -on the probability to be among the award-winners (Stirling, 2007) . To investigate the second condition, we distinguish between diversity built up by the most diverse individual and the portion of diversity added by team members. Controlling for a large number of invention-and team-level variables and firmfixed effects, we find a strong, positive and non-decreasing effect of team knowledge diversity. Furthermore, the results show that 90 percent of the variation in total team diversity is explained by the most diverse individual -indicating that teams gathering diversity through a combination of specialists are rare. The largest part of the diversity effect on frontier-pushing performance is driven by individual-level diversity of the most diverse, and diversity added by the team does not significantly contribute to the effect. Ergo, added team-level diversity seems not to make up for the absence of individual-level diversity. These findings support the view that, to create frontier-pushing inventions, obtaining diverse knowledge through a mere collection of specialized inventors cannot substitute for reaching the same level of diversity through a single member of a team.
In sum, the results support the presence of the two conditions necessary for concern about the well-documented trend towards specialization and teamwork. They call for further investigation into the drivers of individual-level diversity building and how these decisions are influenced by an inventor's personal traits and her environment. Furthermore, they might inspire policymakers on devising instruments targeting the creation of frontier-pushing inventions, and managers on hiring decisions and human resource practices.
Theoretical Background and Hypotheses

Frontier-Pushing Inventions
Relevance Not all inventions are equal. Much like the development of scientific knowledge, technology evolves along trajectories defined by paradigms (Kuhn, 1962; Dosi, 1982) . Inventions that shift these paradigms -think about inventions such as Google's Pagerank algorithm, the turbojet engine, or the polymerase chain reaction -are typically few and far between. Yet, they are of pivotal importance to free-market economic growth because of their potential to open up new markets, disrupt existing ones, destroy firms' existing capabilities, and shape future technological trajectories (Schumpeter, 1939; Cooper & Schendel, 1976; Henderson & Clark, 1990; Baumol, 2004; Arthur, 2007 Arthur, , 2009 ; Arts et al., 2013) . As such, understanding their origins and effects -at any level of economic analysis -is essential to policymakers, managers and entrepreneurs alike.
Besides their potential for stimulating social welfare beyond the private value they generate, frontier-pushing inventions warrant policymakers' attention because of their sensitivity to market failures (Arrow, 1962) . R&D projects targeting breakthrough inventions are subject to exceptional uncertainty with respect to their commercial and technological outcomes (Fleming, 2001; Hall & Lerner, 2010) . Many projects introducing a novel approach fail, and even the ones that succeed typically go through a lengthy process of refinement before coming to fruition (Rosenberg, 1976; Arthur, 2009) . As a result, appropriation of their value is not guaranteed. Because of the uncertainty in outcomes and difficulties of appropriation, it is plausible to argue that the number projects targeting to push the technological frontier, is lower than socially optimal.
Definition
As many labels -breakthrough, radical, discontinuous, novel, high-potential -are given to concepts closely related to what we call 'frontier-pushing' inventions, it seems useful to state what type of inventive outcome is dealt with in this study. Frontier-pushing inventions are those that drastically increase performance of the products relying on the invention. As such, they present a leap forward on at least one dimension of performance compared to what was possible with previous technologies. They typically present a high-potential novel approach to a problem. While they embody a distinct potential for commercial value, that does not define them, as many other factors influence the realized (private) value.
Search Processes
As opposed to run-off-the-mill, incremental improvements, frontier-pushing inventions typically embody new connections between previously unconnected components, principles and fields of knowledge (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Hargadon, 1998; Weitzman, 1998; Fleming, 2007; Verhoeven et al., 2016) . For instance, Google's Pagerank algorithm was first in applying bibliometric principles -such as bibliographic coupling and co-citations -to a web-based search algorithm. Grounded in this perspective about how frontier-pushing inventions come about, a range of studies have identified diverse knowledge sourcing to be at the basis of frontier-pushing (often labelled 'breakthrough') inventive outcomes (Trajtenberg et al., 1997; Fleming, 2001; Schoenmakers & Duysters, 2010; Kelley et al., 2013; Kaplan & Vakili, 2015) As individual inventors are at the core of inventive activity, driving both firm and economic performance, it is surprising this level of analysis has not been at the center stage of economists' attention when investigating search processes leading to breakthrough performance. Indeed, a large portion, if not all, of a firm's knowledge is stored insight the heads of its personnel. Likewise, acquiring new knowledge as a source for invention is done by an organization's personnel (Simon, 1991) . As inventors typically have considerable autonomy in directing the search process leading to a new solution (Sauermann & Cohen, 2010) , the nature of their knowledge base is arguably an important determinant of frontier-pushing outcomes.
To build up theory on how we should expect the nature of previous knowledge to affect inventive outcomes, we start with characterizing the inventive search process. The work of Arthur (2007 Arthur ( , 2009 proves to be a particularly relevant framework in this respect. He characterizes (radical) invention as a recursive process which starts with a new connection between a base principle and a purpose. As an example, Arthur (2007) describes how the turbojet engine introduced the concept of generating thrust by expelling particles to create an opposite force to accelerate an airplane. This was a novel technological approach compared to the paradigmatic approach of using propeller engines that generate a drag in order to drive the plane. Once a viable new principle is found, a lengthy process of follow-on improvement starts in order to reach a working technology and increase its performance. This process consists of finding and configuring suitable elements (which are technologies themselves) to exploit the new principle. More often than not, components and principles have to be used from different technological domains ('redomaining') or invented altogether.
Using this framework, we assert that inventive activity largely consists of a search process over technological elements and principles of working in existence (Perkins, 1988; Maggitti et al, 2013) . Moreover, it consists of shaping and reassembling these elements and principles as to serve the purpose at hand. Clearly, the choice of which elements and principles to use in this combinatory process does not consist of a random 'mix and match'. More plausibly, the inventor is guided by his/her knowledge and assumptions about technological components and scientific/engineering principles. As this knowledge is to a large extent determined by the nature of previous inventive activities, the search process followed is shaped by the inventor's existing technological knowledge (Rosenberg, 1982; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Schilling et al., 2003) .
Are Frontier-Pushing Inventions a Result of Inventor Teams with Diverse Knowledge?
The literature offers two contrasting perspectives that can serve to answer this question (Kaplan & Vakili, 2015) . First -and most widespread among innovation scholars -is the so-called 'tension view'. Generally, this perspective sees diverse knowledge as the ultimate way to push the technological frontier -either through enlarging the combination space available, or through decreased sensitivity to 'paradigm-thinking'. A second perspective -the 'foundational view' -sees a paradigm shift as triggered by accumulated anomalies, and a deep immersion into a field as the only way to recognize and solve them. In what follows we structure the arguments of both sides and formulate competing hypotheses.
Tension View
A large stream of literature in innovation has emerged based on the inherent tension between exploration of new, outside knowledge and exploitation of existing knowledge (March, 1991) . Albeit with a focus on the organizational structure, it highlights how organizational routines necessary for exploring new domains are fundamentally different from those suited for the exploitation of existing knowledge and capabilities. Knowledge, components, methods, assumptions and perceived 'truths' accumulate to form clusters and result in the notion of barriers between different technological approaches (von Tunzelmann, 1998; Hargadon, 2006; Arthur, 2009) . Then, relying on a recombination perspective (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Fleming, 2001) , it is believed frontier-pushing inventions are the result of exploratory, distant and/or boundary-spanning search (Trajtenberg et al., 1997; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001; Phene et al., 2006) . This view is (implicitly) based on the idea that creativity is accomplished through an evolutionary process of (blind) variation and retention of combinations of knowledge (Campbell, 1960; Simonton, 1999) . By this mechanism, the mere availability of more components and principles considered for recombination by an inventive team, enhances the likelihood of a new one being considered as useful.
Scholarship on (individual) creativity has suggested a different mechanism through which diversity of knowledge can help creation of high-potential novel solutions. Here, beyond the mere increase of potential candidate components, diverse knowledge helps creativity in a less mechanical way. Having had experience with a larger number of fields, an individual is less prone to mental lock-in (French & Sternberg, 1989) and she is more likely to identify and challenge the assumptions the common paradigm presents (Gieryn & Hirsch, 1983) . A number of studies has empirically established how 'marginality' -being at the margin of a knowledge domain -can be the source of novel solutions to problems considered difficult by insiders (Ben-David 1960; Mullins, 1972; Law, 1973; Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010) . Per this argument, having knowledge on a diverse set of technological domains might help frontier-pushing invention -beyond a purely mechanical increase of number of candidate elements for recombination. As such, a diverse knowledge base might guide the direction of search for new components -not necessarily within the experience base -that are candidates to enhance technological performance.
According to this view, a diverse knowledge base of inventors -because of an enlarged space for recombinant opportunity, and through a decreased sensitivity to search within the existing paradigm -should increase the likelihood of frontier-pushing performance.
Hypothesis 1a: Inventor teams with diverse knowledge are more likely to generate frontierpushing inventions.
Foundational View
A less known perspective -at least among innovation scholars -can lead to the opposite answer regarding the relationship between diversity and frontier-pushing outcomes. By this perspective, a technological paradigm presents an increasing number of anomalies as technology evolves. It follows a Kuhnian logic in which a paradigm shift addresses (a number of) anomalies in presenting a new solution (Kuhn, 1962) . The backbone premise of this theory is that, to be able to identify these anomalies, an inventor has to immerse herself into a domain completely (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996) . Diversity might blur an individual's view and obstruct deep expertise in a technological domain, necessary to identify which rules to break (Taylor & Greve, 2006) . The foundational view is much less tested than the tension view. Kaplan & Vakili (2015) find that inventions relying on a broad recombination of existing knowledge are less likely to result in cognitively novel ideas -measured by the introduction of new topics in the patent literature. However, as this study does not focus on the effect of inventors' experience, this view is hitherto not tested in relationship to individual knowledge diversity. Therefore, we formulate following competing hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1b: Inventor teams with diverse knowledge are less likely to generate frontierpushing inventions.
Can Diverse Teams Substitute Diverse Individuals?
While being an important topic in the organizational behavior literature (Jackson, 1996) , the role teams play in inventive activity has received less attention (Greve & Taylor, 2006; Singh & Fleming, 2010; Melero & Palomeras, 2015) . By a logic of division of labor, teams are generally viewed as the ultimate way to collect diverse knowledge without losing the benefits of specialization. The question then is whether the benefits of diversity of knowledge with respect to frontier-pushing inventions are independent of whether it is attained by single individuals or collected through teamwork.
Albeit -in theory -a relatively easy way to gather diversity through collecting specialized individuals, working in team has a number of potential drawbacks (Melero & Palomeras, 2015) . We follow Arthur (2007) and Singh & Fleming (2010) in their view that any insight leading to a particular invention comes to a person, not to a team. Yet, insights can be inspired by and shared with team members -affecting the inventive outcome. Note that, to lay out this argument, we make abstraction of the total amount of knowledge and the diversity of the total knowledge base that can serve as the input for the inventive process. Then, the main difference between diversity built up through combining team members and diversity within the individual, is that knowledge needs to be transferred before any recombination can be obtained. This transfer of knowledge might be hampered by its tacit nature. Understanding of a domain is often intuitive and structuring expert knowledge in a way that it can be optimally absorbed by team members is not obvious (think about the amount of time required for preparing a good lecture).
Let us first consider this issue from a perspective in which diversity helps frontier-pushing performance through a mere increase in recombinant opportunity. Then, the question becomes whether the same number of combinations envisioned will result when different team members possess different pieces individually, compared to when the pieces are present within an individual. Arguably, the likelihood of a combination being envisioned is higher when the different components reside from one head (Simon, 1985; Melero & Palomeras, 2015) . The essential difference between these two scenarios is the existence of communication barriers. The amount of knowledge held by knowledge workers typically surpasses the amount that can be expressed or codified. Moreover, excessive use of jargon specific to technological domains can exacerbate this problem (Maznevski, 1994) . In sum, when diversity is obtained through a combination of individuals, it is less likely that the full potential for recombination will be exploited because not all candidate elements for recombination will be considered due to communication barriers.
A second way of looking at this question is through the lens of the 'lock-in' perspective. By this mechanism, diversity helps by a decreased sensitivity to paradigm thinking, leading to less local search. Here, frontier-pushing outcomes are the result of a search process less constrained by the knowledge and assumptions constituting the existing paradigm. The question then becomes whether the benefits of diversity in directing the search strategy are present as strongly when diversity is brought together by several specialized individuals. Arguably, a combination of specialists will not benefit from this mechanism as much as individuals due to a low willingness of individual specialists to depart from their assumptions and knowledge. Indeed, a range of diverse perspectives -an inherent characteristic of diversity -can lead to conflicts inhibiting creative outcomes (Levine & Thompson, 1996; Paulus, 2000; Laursen et al., 2005) as individuals are reluctant to diverge from their rigid perspectives. As such, from a lock-in perspective, diversity should mainly be beneficial if present within the mind of an individual.
Both mechanisms lead to following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: The diversity attained by individual inventors is more effective in generating frontier-pushing inventions compared to diversity added by the team.
Methodology Data and Sample
The R&D100 Awards
To proxy the frontier-pushing nature of inventive outcomes we make use of a list of inventions granted with an R&D100 award (Carpenter et al., 1981; Scherer, 1989; Block & Keller, 2009 and Fontana et al., 2012) . Since 1965, R&D Magazine yearly grants awards to new inventions with a significant potential for breakthrough impact. To apply 1 for an R&D100 award, firms or research institutions need to show that the technology is used in a working product. No monetary prize is awarded, but winning the award allows firms and research organizations to obtain visibility for their newly invented product. Assessment -performed by the editors and a jury of experts in the field of the invention -is based on technological significance and the ultimate goal of the editors is to 'pick the 100 most technologically significant new products from among the entries'. They look for inventions that increase performance drasticallyshowing an 'orders of magnitude improvement over existing technology'. No monetary prize is awarded, but winning the award allows firms and research organizations to obtain visibility for their newly invented product. Some famous winning contributions were the ATM (1973), halogen lamp (1974), fax machine (1975), LCD (1980), anti-smoking patch (1992), Taxol anticancer drug (1993) and HDTV (1998) . But also less consumer-oriented products such as next-generation magnetic resonance imaging machines and laser-based metal-forming tools are among the recent winners.
The appeal of using award-winning inventions as a proxy of frontier-pushing inventions is twofold. First, it reduces the concern of common method bias (Siemsen et al., 2010) . While patent documents arguably provide the best source of information to assess inventive activity, a number of concerns have been known since a long time (Pavitt, 1985; Griliches, 1990) . One of these concerns is that unobserved variability in application, granting, classification and citation practices could introduce bias 2 . The concern for such bias is reduced in this setting as the information used to identify remarkable inventive output is drawn from a different source than the information on the independent variables. Second, it provides us with an accurate measure for the underlying construct we are interested in. The criteria used for the awards closely reflect the frontier-pushing nature of inventions as conceptualized in this study. Moreover, it allows for a relatively large-scale assessment by field experts and it is an almost contemporaneous assessment of frontier-pushing potential (reducing hindsight bias). As such, the outcome measure closely reflects the kind of outcome policymakers would be interested in.
Patent Data
To link the award-winning inventions to patent documents we use the description of the invention, inventor and applicant information provided by the R&D100 Awards webpage. As descriptions of the inventions are only available since 2002, the sample is restricted to the The information reported about the application procedure, R&D magazine and the selection procedure was retrieved from http://www.rdmag.com, accessed on 3/12/2014 2 Example: if, because of some unobserved practice by examiners, patents that receive a large number of classes also receive more citations, using forward citations as an output measure would introduce bias when investigating the effect of diverse knowledge as assessed using classification information.
awards from 2002 until 2012. Out of these, 910 provide inventor information and are considered to be linked to a patent. Patents are collected from the inventor database 3 as constructed by Li et al. (2014) and complemented with information from EPO PATSTAT. Award-winning inventions are linked to their patents in two stages. First, a group of candidate matches are identified based on having at least one inventor, and at least one applicant in common 4 . In a second stage, two criteria are used to select the best matching patent for each award. First is the number of team members listed by the award information that also is present on the patent. Second is a text similarity score between the patent abstracts and award description. When these two criteria result in multiple matches (about 10% of the cases), the most appropriate match was manually selected. Upon extensive manual verification, a set of 329 patents -applied for between 1997 and 2009 -remained, corresponding to over one third of all awards which listed at least one inventor. As the focus of this study is on teams of inventors, we drop all cases in which only one inventor was listed on the patent, resulting in a set of 281 award-winning inventions.
The award-winning inventive teams are compared to a control group of inventions representative of all inventive activity within the same time frame and technology fields. To obtain such control group we identified a number of criteria. First, all patents in the control group have at least 1 IPC subclass in common with the set of subclasses present in the awardwinning group. Second, they are applied for at the USPTO within the time span defined by the award-winning group. To be able to control for the organizational environment, all patents in the control group are applied for by organizations that won the R&D100 award at least once. This approach introduces, if any, a conservative bias if firms working at the technology frontier are more likely to employ individuals with higher capacity to generate significant inventions. As most inventor teams have multiple patents relating to/building on the invention winning the award, we exclude all patents with an inventor also related to an award-winning patent. As such, the control group consists of different inventor teams, working in similar technological areas during the same time span and in organizations that at least won an award once. The stock of USPTO patents of all inventors at the time of invention is created, requiring at least one patent by at least one of the team members previous to the invention. Applying these criteria, leaves us with a final sample of respectively 264 and 36 268 patent families in the awardwinning and control group.
Measurement
Knowledge Diversity
Assessing the knowledge diversity an inventor built up through its previous inventive effort, requires a reliable account of the technological components and principles she worked with over her inventive career. To characterize the nature of knowledge acquired, we make use of IPC groups 5 . This level in the classification hierarchy, containing about 8000 classes, is suitable because it is not too aggregated to distinguish relevant pieces of knowledge, yet aggregated enough to make distinctions that are still relevant. Standard measures of diversity (based on a Herfindal-index of concentration) assume equal distances between classes (Gruber et al., 2013; Melero & Palomeras, 2015) . However, the 'distance' between different classes in the IPC scheme is not constant for each pair of classes. To remedy this problem, we use a measure of diversity that incorporates variety (number of categories), balance (degree of equal occurrence of these categories), as well as disparity (distance between these categories). This measure was proposed as a general approach to incorporate all three dimensions of the diversity construct and is suitable in wide variety of applications (Stirling, 1998 (Stirling, , 2007 . The measure has recently been applied using journal classifications of scientific references in articles to investigate the effects of interdisciplinary research (Wang et al., 2015) .
The measure for team diversity starts from all unique IPC-group combinations present in the combined total patent stock of the team. Then the knowledge diversity is given by:
Where , represents the number of patent-class combinations of class and class divided by the total number of class combinations. For example, if two inventors each have one patent, containing respectively class A and B, and class B and C, then .
represents the distance between class and class and is calculated as one minus the cosine similarity index. The cosine similarity index was calculated based on a matrix (treating diagonal elements as zeroes) of co-occurrences of IPC groups in patents applied for during five years preceding the focal invention of the analysis. Table 1 illustrates the calculation of team knowledge diversity with a numerical example. To answer the second question -can diverse teams substitute diverse individuals? -we calculated knowledge diversity of individual inventors using only the patents present in the inventor's stock. Then, we single out the most diverse member, and compare its diversity score to the team diversity. Note that, as diversity does not depend on the absolute amount of knowledge, team diversity can be lower than or equal to the individual diversity of the most diverse member. To investigate hypothesis two, we compare the effect of the measure 'diversity most diverse' to the difference between total team diversity and diversity of the most diverse ('diversity added by team', which can take on negative values).
Control variables
Since this sample does not allow a panel set-up to control for team-or inventor-fixed effects (nor do we use a (quasi-)experiment), we develop a battery of measures to rule out alternative explanations. Team-level control variables are calculated for each individual inventor and averaged over the team. To account for the possibility that effects are driven by asymmetry among team members, the standard deviation from the mean is also included in the multivariate analyses.
A first set of control variables relate to the general productivity or ability of the inventor team.
Controlling for general productivity is important, as this trait is likely to affect the rate of frontier-pushing performance (Audia & Goncalo, 2007; Conti et al., 2013) while also affecting the propensity to build up diverse knowledge (for instance, because their expertise is called upon in many different projects). First, we control the amount of experience built up by each inventor by counting the number of patent families (including at least one USPTO member) in an inventor's portfolio. Second, we control for three dimensions of previous success. Commercial success is calculated as the average number of claims in previous patents (Tong & Frame, 1994; Lanjouw & Schankerman, 2004) . Technological success of previous inventive effort is measured by a standardized 6 count of the number of patent families citing the patent families in the inventor's stock of patents. While forward citation counts are seen as a (noisy) measure for economic value (e.g. Harhoff et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2005) , they can be seen as a good proxy for technological impact (Albert et al., 1991; Van Zeebroeck, 2011) . Breakthrough success of previous inventive activity is calculated as the share of an inventor's previous patent stock that was a 2 standard deviation outlier based on the standardized citation count.
A second set of control variables relate to the nature of search employed by inventors. Underlying inventor characteristics -for instance, curiosity, puzzle joy or creativity -could affect how an inventor searches for new solutions which in turn would affect both diversity building and frontier-pushing nature of inventive outcomes. To control for such underlying characteristics, three control variables related to the nature and outcome of search are included. First, we control for previous recombinant success -arguably correlated to creativity (Kaplan & Vakili, 2015) . To this end, we use the Novelty in Recombination indicator developed in Verhoeven et al., 2016 . Second, we control for the spread of knowledge sourcing by calculating the average spread of backward citations across technology classes of previous patents of an inventor (Trajtenberg et al., 1997) . Third, we include a control for the extent to which an inventor engaged in external knowledge sourcing (Shane, 2001; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001 ). This measure consists of the average number of classes referred to in an inventor's patents to which the patent itself was not assigned.
Third, a particular concern might be that inventors with a focus on general purpose technologies are more likely to win the award (as they can show broad relevance to the jury). If these inventors have a higher diversity score (as their patents might be assigned to more classes because of wide applicability), this might bias the results. To control for such effect, we include a measure for 'generality' of previous inventive effort (Trajtenberg et al., 1997) . This measure calculates the spread over technological classes of patents citing a focal patent and is averaged over an inventor's career.
Fourth, mobile inventors might be inherently more productive (Hoisl, 2007) and less prone to paradigm-thinking -hence, more likely to generate frontier-pushing inventions. To proxy the mobility of the inventors in our sample, we count the number of distinct applicants they have patented with (Melero & Palomeras, 2015) . A similar concern might be raised about inventors with an extensive professional network . To control for such network, we include a count of the unique previous collaborators of an inventor.
Fifth, as the length of the inventive career might affect both diversity building and the likelihood to push the frontier (Jones, 2007; Conti et al., 2013) , we control for inventors' tenure by calculating the time elapsed since their first patent at the time of the focal patent. Moreover, we include the number of inexperienced team members to control for the effect of 'fresh' inventors entering the field (Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010; Audia & Goncalo, 2010; Conti et al., 2013) .
Sixth, to control for the effects of teamwork beyond the advantages of collecting diverse knowledge (Singh & Fleming, 2010) we include a control for team size. Moreover, we control for effects due to the joint experience of the team by including the number of patents they jointly appeared on previous to the focal invention.
As the wider context in which inventors operate is likely to influence their inventive outcomes, as well as knowledge diversity, we control for a range of context-specific variables. First, as classification and citation practices might differ across technological domains and time, we include a set of technology domain (Schmoch, 2008) and year dummies. Furthermore, we control for heterogeneity at the level of the firm by including organization dummies. However, if we assume the other controls capture the relevant individual characteristics that drive job matching, controlling for the environment might take away relevant (exogenous to the inventor) variability in diversity building. Therefore, we report a model without fixed effects, but controlling for the organization type -Large Company, Small Company, University and Governmental. To distinguish between the type of organization, the sector-allocation developed in Du Plessis et al. (2010) is used. To distinguish between small and large firms we use the size of their previous patent stock employing a threshold of 25 patents to distinguish between small and large firms. Finally, we include a dummy to control for whether a patent was co-applied ('co-patent') in all specifications.
Finally, as the measure of experience diversity specific to the invention relies on the classification of backward patent references, we control for the extent to which the invention relied on previous knowledge. Hence we include controls for the number of backward patent references ('Technology Sourcing'). Additionally, to control for the extent to which an invention relied on science ('Scientific Sourcing'), which might affect the probability receive the award as the jury might favor frontier-pushing inventions relying on science, we include the number of references to scientific literature (Callaert et al., 2011) .
Analyses
Following the two questions outlined in the theory, the analyses are performed in two stages. A first stage investigates the relationship between frontier-pushing inventive outcomes and the knowledge diversity attained by the entire team, using the combined patent stock of all team members to obtain diversity scores. The descriptive analyses present summary statistics of the key variables, the distribution of the newly created diversity measure and the unconditional relationship between team diversity and the probability to win the award. Multivariate analyses present the results of probit regressions where a multitude of variables are controlled for 7 . The linear and quadratic effect of team diversity is investigated to test which of the first set of competing hypotheses finds support in the data. To interpret the magnitude of the effect, the predictive margins for different quantiles of the diversity distribution are plotted.
In a second stage, we investigate whether diverse teams are able to substitute diverse individuals. To this end, individual diversity measures are calculated and compared to total diversity. As individual diversity of the most diverse member largely drives total team diversity, we continue by disentangling the separate effects of individual diversity of the most diverse member, and the contribution of all other team members to the total team diversity. Finally, we present the results of probit regressions in which teams are divided into exclusive categories based on the quartiles of diversity of the most diverse and whether the team added diversity is positive, zero, or negative. Due to the low occurrence of award-winning inventions relative to the control sample, there might be a concern that the results are driven by observations in the control group without common support along a number of covariates. To mitigate this concern, the robustness of the results is confirmed using propensity score matching based on all control variables (the model with organization type fixed effects). 
Spread Sourcing
The extent to which the inventor sources from a broad range of technological domains 1-Herfindahl index based on backward references 0,59 0,20
Generality
The general purpose charactor of previous inventive activity 1-Herfindahl index based on citations received 0,58 0,20
External Sourcing
The extent to which the inventor customarily uses knowledge outside a the technological domain of the invention Number of IPC groups cited not present on focal patent 8,57 7,28
Technology Sourcing
The extent to which focal invention builds on previous technological effort Number of backward patent references 14,85 16,3
Scientific Sourcing
The extent to which focal invention builds on previous scientific effort Number of scientific articles referred to 2,18 7,69
Co-patent Whether multiple organizations were involved in the focal invention Dummy multiple applicants 0,031 0,18
Sector Fixed Effects
Whether the applicant was a small company, large company, university or other type of organization Dummies type of organization n.a. n.a.
Domain Fixed Effects
Technology domain (Schmoch, 2008) of the focal invention 35 'fhg'-dummies n.a. n.a.
Year Fixed Effects
Year of the focal invention Dummies application year n.a. n.a.
Firm Fixed Effects
Firm(s) involved in the focal invention Dummies applicant n.a. n.a.
Results
Are Frontier-Pushing Inventions a Result of Inventors with Diverse Knowledge?
Descriptive Statistics Table 2 provides an overview the key variables with their description and summary statistics. Being highly right-skewed, variables Joint Experience, Experience, and Network Size are logtransformed in all reported results (the transformation does not affect the conclusions). Note that for all variables that are aggregated from the individual level to the team level by taking the average, also the standard deviation is included for multivariate analyses. The majority of inventions in the sample (34 884 patents from 116 award-winning applicants) originate from companies with at least 25 patents (large firms). Companies with less than 25 patents account for 607 inventions (93 awards), universities and governmental organizations respectively account for 600 (28 awards) and 471 inventions (27 awards).
As the main variable of interest is based on a measure previously unused for assessing knowledge diversity of individual inventors, it is of interest to study its distribution. As can be seen in Figure 1 , the distribution is close to a normal distribution with a mean of 0.26, standard deviation of 0.10 and respective minimum and maximum values of 0 and 0.48. The distribution also shows a mass on zero. These are inventor teams where only 1 IPC group occurred in all their previous patents. The maximum value of 0.48 is close to the theoretical maximum value of 0.5 of this measure. All in all, this measure seems to behave better than classical measures such as one minus the Herfindahl-index. The latter showed (not reported) a high skew to the left, meaning a large number of inventor teams displaying very high values. The difference between the measure employed in this study and classical measures mainly lies in the fact that the new measure weighs different classes by their technological distance. Table 3 shows the results of a contingency table between the award-dummy and presence in different quartiles of the diversity distribution. This unconditional analysis shows that team diversity and the probability to be among the award-winners are positively related ( 2 (3)=176.7, p-value<0.001). This correlation seems to be most present for teams in the upper quartile of the distribution. Out of 264 award-winners, about 57% are among the 25% most diverse teams (2.3 times more than expected). Compared to teams in the lowest quartile, these teams are almost 12 times more likely to be among the award-winners, indicating this positive relationship is strong. Table 4 shows the estimated coefficients resulting from a probit model that explains the probability of being an award-winning invention as a function of the independent variables. To save space, and because the coefficients of the controls hardly change across specifications, we omit the coefficients of control variables in the remainder of the results section. Models (1)- (3) serve to test competing hypotheses 1a and 1b. Model 1 does not include organization-specific explanatory variables, Model 2 includes sector dummies (where the sectors are: large firms, small firms, university and governmental institutions), while Model 3 includes a full set of applicant dummies. Across all these models, team diversity positively affects the probability of winning the award -confirming hypothesis 1a. An increase in team diversity of 0.1 leads to an estimated increase in the probability to win the award of about 0.2 percent. To account for a curvilinear relationship, Models (4) to (6) repeat these analyses including a squared term.
Multivariate Results
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
R&D100 Award
Observed Co-occurrence 13 30 71 150
Observed/Expected Co-occurrence 0.20 0.44 1.10 2.30
Co-occurrence as share R&D100 Awards 4.92% 11.36% 26.89% 56.82% Co-occurrence as share of Quartile Team Diversity 0.14% 0.32% 0.80% 1.66%
Team Diversity
This squared term is significant across all specifications indicating positive marginal returns to team diversity. Control variables significantly affecting the probability of winning the award across all specifications are team size, network size, mobility and technology sourcing. On average, one extra team member increases award probability with 0.10 percent, as evidenced by the average marginal effect evaluated at actual values of the other control variables. An increase of 10 percent in network size, decreases the probability with about 0.03 percent, while having had one extra employer increases the probability with about 0.13 percent. Finally, an increase of 10 backward patent references, increases award probability with about 0.06 percent.
To interpret this effect and the magnitude of the coefficients, Figure 2 shows the predictive margins across 5 quantiles of the distribution of team diversity. It shows these increasing returns are not very outspoken, and rather indicates a linearly increasing effect. It seems there are no values of experience diversity at which the probability is not positively affected by increasing diversity. Moreover, it shows the effect is sizeable, as inventor teams among the top 20% of the distribution are about 3 times more likely to win the award.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Can Diverse Teams Substitute Diverse Individuals?
Descriptive Statistics
To answer this question, we calculated individual diversity measures for the most diverse individual, as well as the contribution of all other team members to the total team diversity. Figure 3 shows a scatterplot of total team diversity and diversity of the most diverse team member. It shows total team diversity is in large part driven by the diversity of the most diverse. The explained variance -as measured by the R-squared from regressing total team diversity on diversity of the most diverse -is almost 92%. Even if diversity obtained by a team of specialists could substitute for the same level of diversity as obtained by one team member, this situation does not often occur. This graph also graphically confirms the result of previous section as it is clear the award-winning teams are those with high diversity (of their most diverse individual). The remainder of the analyses zeroes in on the effect of separate contributions of the most diverse team member on the on hand, and the other team members on the other.
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Pr ( Table 5 provides summary results of a contingency table analyzing the relationship between winning the R&D100 award and belonging to different groups of diversity of the most diverse and diversity added by the team. Groups are defined by belonging to different quartiles of the diversity of the most diverse distribution on the one hand, and whether the other team members decrease, increase or not affect the degree of individual diversity of the most diverse member. These descriptive results indicate diversity of the most diverse strongly relates to the incidence of winning the award. 53% percent of the award-winning teams contain an inventor with an individual diversity score within the highest quartile, as compared to 7%, 13% and 27% for respectively the first, second and third quartile. Moreover, having other team members that add diversity to the most diverse member, seems not to make up for a lack of a diverse inventor. The probability to win the award only increases with a positive diversity contribution of team members when already a diverse member (upper two quartiles of the distribution) is present in the team. In the upper two quartiles of diversity of the most diverse, the null-hypothesis of being unrelated can be rejected (Q3: Multivariate Results Table 6 shows the coefficients of interest to examine hypothesis 2. When looking at the estimated effects of diversity of the most diverse team member, similar results appear compared to the analyses on total team diversity. This should not surprise, given the high correlation between the two variables. Diversity added by the team only shows a significant effect for model 1, indicating that -given the diversity level of the most diverse -added diversity by team members only moderately contributes to the probability to win the award. When entering the exclusive categories defined in table 5 as explanatory variable (not reported to save space), we see that teams in which the team members add diversity -given the diversity of the most diverse -never significantly improve award-winning probability, confirming the result that diversity above the diversity of the most diverse member does not contribute to the probability to win the award. In conclusion, hypothesis 2 is confirmed. 
Discussion
The results reveal a number of interesting patterns. First, the tension view is strongly supported: teams with a diverse knowledge base are more likely to generate frontier-pushing inventions. This result is in line with the large literature considering diverse knowledge sourcing as the wellspring of innovative activity (e.g. Trajtenberg et al., 1997; Gruber et al., 2013) . Second, the perspective considering specialized knowledge to be the only way to identify anomalies (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Taylor & Greve, 2006) in order to find new solutions -the foundational view -is not supported. A potential reason for this, is that although specialized knowledge helps to identify anomalies, it obstructs finding high-potential, novel solutions -a second important phase in the process. In light of the finding of Kaplan & Vakili (2015) that shows local knowledge sourcing leads to cognitively novel solutions, this result is surprising. However, it might be the case that the novel ideas produced by specialist teams do not have what it takes to break paradigms. Third, diversity of the most diverse member explains most of the variance of total team diversity. This result indicates that teams that obtain diversity through a combination of non-overlapping specialized knowledge are rarely formed. Anticipation of communication barriers could explain this result. Fourth, when such teams -low diversity of the most diverse, but the team adds diversity -are formed, they seem not effective for frontierpushing performance. This finding supports the reasoning leading to hypothesis two. In sum, these results provide support for the existence of both conditions that raise concerns about an increasing level of specialization with respect to frontier-pushing outcomes.
Yet, a number of concerns regarding the interpretation of these findings deserve attention. First, this study cannot benefit from a (quasi-) experimental design -a limitation most studies on individual inventors have in common. While the use of archival data to observe actual outcomes of actual inventors benefits external validity, this unavoidably raises a concern about internal validity. More specifically, unobserved heterogeneity in individual traits might be related to the ability to generate frontier-pushing inventions, as well as to the likelihood to build up diverse knowledge. As such, the assumption necessary to have identified a 'treatment' effect of knowledge diversity is that all these traits are observed through previous (patented) inventive outcomes. Arguably, this study has gone further than most previous studies in identifying and measuring individual heterogeneity that can be expected (or has been found) to affect the variables of interest. Moreover, imagining an experimental research design to answer questions about individual knowledge diversity seems daunting. Indeed, the 'treatment' (building up knowledge diversity) should be in effect for a long period of time as we are dealing with knowledge that is painstakingly built up over a career.
Second, as most information used in this study comes from patent documents, the results can only be extrapolated to inventive activity sensitive to patenting. While a number studies have stressed that not all inventive activity is patented, the richness and comprehensiveness of this data source seems unlikely to be obtained using other information (Pavitt, 1985; Griliches, 1990) . With respect to the study at hand, an additional concern should be raised. It is conceivable patent propensity differs between the award and control group. Indeed, individuals seeking recognition might have a higher patent propensity, as both the award and patents can be seen as a recognition of one's work. This could result in an attrition bias as inventors that do not apply for patents will not end up in the sample. To mitigate this concern, robustness of the results using only inventive teams with at least 5 previous patents is tested and confirmed.
The rationale is that this reduced sample only contains inventive teams of sectors where patenting is customary, decreasing the probability of leaving out non-patenting inventors.
Third, while firm-fixed effects are included to test the hypotheses, there might still be differences in strategies within firms which both affect the diversity of the personnel they employ and applying for the award. Indeed, large corporations might have business units with quite different characteristics pertaining to the nature and strategy of their R&D. To make sure this does not drive the results, the analyses were repeated without inventions from very large firms -having more than 100 patents. The results proved not qualitatively different.
Fourth, despite the advantages of using award-winning inventions to proxy for frontier-pushing inventions, a number of concerns might be raised related to this approach. The jury of editors and outside experts might be overly sensitive to technological trends, or favor multidisciplinary approaches. To mitigate concerns related to the selection procedure, the analyses were repeated using a dependent variable relying on patent information only. As the theoretical mechanisms leading to the hypotheses build on the assumption that frontier-pushing performance is closely related to novelty, robustness of the results is confirmed using the 'Novelty in Recombination' indicator introduced in Verhoeven et al. (2016) .
While recognizing these limitations, a number of considerable implications to scholarship on innovation should be highlighted. First and foremost, this study contributes to the discussion about the role of 'generalists' in inventive activity (Melero & Palomeras, 2015; Teodoridis, 2016) . While an increasing burden of knowledge adds to a trend towards specialization and teamwork (Jones, 2009) , the evidence presented in this paper stresses the role of a diverse knowledge base for the generation of inventions that considerably push the technological frontier. Moreover, it appears to be important that diverse knowledge is built up by individuals, rather than obtained through teamwork. These results raise concern about possible negative welfare implications of the burden of knowledge mechanism.
Second, it contributes to the arguably understudied topic of the relationship between teamwork and inventive activity. While the benefits of organizing inventive activity in teams, rather than leaving it to 'lone' inventors have been shown (Singh & Fleming, 2010) , this study suggests the importance of the composition of knowledge among team members and its relationship to remarkable inventive output. It qualifies evidence suggesting teams are the ultimate vehicle to gather a diverse base of knowledge necessary for high-potential output. Indeed, to benefit from diverse knowledge in a team setting, knowledge of different individuals necessarily needs to be transferred. As such, communication barriers constrain the benefits of teams in the process of inventions. Moreover, the results support a view in which diversity adds to frontier-pushing performance beyond the pure, mechanical increase of candidate components available for recombination. It suggests an alternative mechanism in which diversity affects how inventors search as it decreases lock-in into existing paradigms. Then, teams attaining their diversity through a combination of specialists -all of which convinced of their own paradigm -might have difficulties to envision technological solutions that break with existing paradigms.
Finally, the results add to a more general stream of literature about how technological search affects breakthrough inventive performance. Arguing inventors are key for how knowledge is sourced, this study highlights how individual knowledge is shaped by previous inventive activity. It stresses an important role of individually accumulated knowledge in directing technological search.
These findings also raise a number of questions yet to be addressed in future research. What drives individuals to build up diversity in spite of the apparent increasing effort it takes to reach the technological frontier? Which individual traits affect this decision? What role does an inventor's environment play in this decision? What kind of policy instruments could be employed to increase diversity? What determines whether diverse knowledge really leads to frontier-pushing inventions? While high diversity might positively affect the likelihood of coming up with paradigm-breaking inventions, it is far from certain such an outcome will be the result. And even if coming up with a completely new idea, there remains uncertainty about the actual appropriation of rents entailing it. Moreover, diverse knowledge could decrease the likelihood of coming up with run-off-the-mill inventions because of a lack of specialized knowledge -increasing the opportunity cost of building up diversity. This tradeoff and its determinants should be investigated in order to address the questions above. As such, it presents an avenue of future research on career choices of individual inventors.
Although many questions still remain open, these results already hold some practical implications. Given the observed trend of specializing individuals, the finding of an important role of individual knowledge diversity for frontier-pushing inventions raises policy concern about a potential undersupply of individual diversity. As such, innovation stimuli could be directed towards increasing individual-level diversity building. A policy advise, less stringently based on the assumption of a causal relationship, would be to direct existing policy instruments more towards inventors displaying diverse knowledge. Moreover, this study can inspire managers with respect to hiring strategies and human resource practices. Hiring individuals with diverse knowledge could be beneficial to exceptional inventive outcomes -even if they might lack specialized expertise in technological areas a firm is active in. The results also suggest the beneficial effects of organizational environments that leave individual inventors free to explore technological domains they are unfamiliar with. Moreover, as a lack of deep knowledge seems not to negatively affect frontier-pushing outcomes, a situation where some individuals have a good grasp of different areas the firm is active in seems advisable. Finally, obtaining diverse knowledge using a 'potluck'-structure to obtain team diversity seems to underperform as opposed to teams where one individual -a chef de cuisine -has a diverse knowledge base.
Conclusion
This study investigated how diversity in knowledge built up throughout inventors' careers affects frontier-pushing inventive performance. In the light of a trend towards specialization, it aimed at answering two questions. First, does a diverse stock of knowledge lead to frontierpushing inventions? Second, can diverse teams substitute diverse individuals? Results suggest the answer to the first question is 'yes'. Total team diversity is found to have a strong effect on the probability to make a frontier-pushing contribution, and the effect is strongest for high levels of diversity. The answer to the second question appears to be 'no'. While total diversity is strongly determined by the most diverse team member, the contribution to total diversity by other members has no (or a small) effect, especially for low values of diversity of the most diverse member. These findings raise concerns about a trend towards increasing specialization, as diversity is most effective to generate frontier-pushing inventions when it is built up by individual inventors. Maybe more importantly, it calls for further research scrutinizing these findings and aiming at a better understanding of the drivers of diversity building by inventors and knowledge workers alike.
